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GeOiD Software suite
“A must have for every cost-estimation department. 
GEO products make our work so much quicker, easier 
and enjoyable.”

GEO Instrument is a system house located in 
Arnhem (NL) dedicated since 1978 to the 
development of products to take-off quantities from  
digital drawing in a.o. bmp, jpeg, PDF, DXF, DWG, 
DWF, PLT and PLT format.

The ‘take-off systems’ are in use by many thousands 
users in a.o. the Netherlands, Belgium, Germany, 
Turkey and France.

Users are architectural agencies, project developers, 
construction companies, roofing and interior 
furnishing companies, facility management such as 
cleaning companies, installation companies, 
construction material suppliers, local and  
governmental officials and many more.

ADVANCED SIMPLICITY

GEO products are well-known by the 
simplicity in which complex matters can 
be addressed. So measuring is not only 
accurate and rapid, your measurements are 
displayed graphically and are automatically 
included in a transparent measuring status. 
Graphical information and measurements 
are linked to each other. So you simply 
and always know what you have measured 
and what still needs to be done, simply 
transparent.

Transparency has its advantages. Not just 
you but for presentations the project leader 
too can show all essential information 
graphically, filter, sort, totalize, print, copy, 
paste and export to any cost-estimation 
software or spreadsheet. Quick and        
comfortable for the lowest possible costs.

TIME SAVING UP TO 80% ON TAKE-OFFS

But you do not only measure, you simultaneously apply codes by using 
the convenient GEOiD-Menu, a configurable set of cost-estimation 
codes, measure and edit functions, line and hatch patterns, symbols, 
default values and much more.

With one click on the GEOiD-Menu multiple actions are automatically 
combined to one swift action.

GEOiD-Viewer.  Use the included GEOiD-Viewer to exchange project 
information in a professional way with third parties by using the 
advanced web project saving and exchange features. Collect and 
combine information much quicker with far lesser paper which is better 
for the environment.

GEO products are made for MS Windows Vista, Windows 7 and 8 as tab-
let, PC or server based license in six languages: Chinese, Dutch, English, 
German, French and Spanish.

Feel free to contact us for additional information or demonstration.
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